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SPORTS COMEDY, 86 MIN

A 30-year-old underdog fights to win the love of his dream girl by defeating
her douchey, professional-disc-golf-playing boyfriend.

Inspired by the classic hit films Dodgeball and Happy Gilmore, THE KIWI is a goofy comedy that speaks to 
anyone who has underachieved in life and wants to be a hero! A light-hearted, humorous story rooted in fun 
characters, with a classic Good Guy vs Bad Guy scenario that everyone can cheer for and laugh along with. 

Warren “Kiwi” Jones is a burned-out park maintenance worker who has squandered his potential, 
smoking weed and drinking just to get through every day.  Then one day Kiwi runs into his dream 
girl and his heart and soul are ignited! Of course, Kiwi flubs his introduction - but all is not lost.  

His dream girl plays disc golf and Kiwi has a hookup to get into the game. 

With some unconventional coaching from a washed-up disc golf pro, the support of his oddball 
friends, and his mastery of the Reverse Backwards Alley Oop Tomahawk throwing technique, Kiwi 

sets out to conquer his demons, find love, and take the disc golf world by storm!

THE KIWI is the second feature from writer/director Wayne Winterstein, who teamed 
with Paul Pettigrew and Scott Bell to produce and finance the project, with everyone 
taking on many crew roles throughout production (except cinematography and writing 
the catchy score). 

Previously Wayne wrote and directed The Last Trip, available on Amazon. Paul has 
written and directed the short film The Road and the Sky and created an animated web 
series and children’s picture book entitled The Sports Pals. Scott has won recognition for 
several screenplays, most recently Doughboy, created the 12-episode YouTube series 
Celebzstuff, and has worked in video production for over 20 years. 

Discover more about THE KIWI at the TheKiwiMovie.com
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT THE KIWI

Has the pacing and tone of a MAJOR STUDIO comedy! Brilliant!!

You had me at “disc golf movie.”

I laughed so hard I spilled my beer!
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It’s badass!! You all did great in putting it together! Can’t wait to share it with others!

It put a HUGE smile on my face.

The characters are really well-drawn and the film’s structure is excellent. 

Clangity clang
a-hole!

I despised Bryce and Melissa and really rooted for Kiwi -- mission accomplished!

I could totally see this becoming a cult classic.

The pacing and scene selection is so good! It really turned out well!

Oh Wow! So good!

Let me tell you, this trailer is cut SO well!!

Loved the disc golf theme and great music to boot! 

So many great jokes man!!

This is next level Mighty AP production!
Serious props!
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